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Tb• cbealc1l and alneral coapo1itlon or 1a1pended and •••bed 
depo1it1 in a 1abaarin• canyon orr la1btn1ton delialt1 tb• dispersal 
pattern or aodern terri1enoa1 ••di .. nt. Two rectors control tb• 
coapo1ttion or th••• deposits: 1oarce area and selective transport. 
I 2 Sedt .. nt collected in tr1p1 at tbe their break (aoorin11 Q and Q) it 
coapo1itionall1 distinct (roa that collected deeper in the canyon 
3 4 7 (aoorin11 Q and Q) and on the open slope (aoorina Q ), Enricbaent in 
1aectite, pl11iocla1e and Ti02 in the apper-aoat re1che1 or the canyon 
rerlect1 1ediaentation of Colaabia River-derived a1teri1l. Tbi1 
1ediaent, traced by 1aectite and aodern radionuclide,, ii not di1per1ed 
•••••rd of the neck (~1700 a) or Quinault Canyon, S1mple1 collected 
rarther orfahore are enriched in chlorite. Their coapoaition and the 
regional north-northwesterly flow alon1 the la1hin1ton 1helr iaply a 
more southerly source (C1lirorni1 Coast Ranae and llaaath Mountains; 
lri11ek, 1982). 
Current velocities seaward of the 1he1r-break are apparently 
insufficient to sustain transport of 1ilt-1ized material. Renee, 
quartz from the Columbia River which is transported 1cro11 the shelf 
1lon1 the mid-shelf silt deposit, is preferentially deposited in the 
head of the canyon near the shelf break. Little silt-sized material, 
3 4 from the more southerly sources, is transported to moorinss Q, Q and 
Q7• Clay-sized material, however, is transported throuahout the study 
area without noticeable fractionatio~. 
1 
Di11olation of bioaenic Cat'03 occar, at deptba >250-300 a. Tbtrt 
it no otbtr Ytrtictl variation in coapoaition. It appear, tbat 
bori1ont1l tr1n1port it reatricted to tbe INL and rapid 1ettlin1 of 
l1r1e particle, precladea fractionation darin1 deacent. 
,,. 
2 
Tran,port or 1i1nificant volaae1 of terri1enoa1 1ediaent to th• 
deep ocean i1 po1talated to have occarred Jaraely throaah 1abaarine 
canyon, (Beer and Gor1Ji~e. 1971; larl, 1977). In the northeast 
Pacific, darin1 the Plei1tocene, epi1odic, 1ravit:,-contr0Iled tran1port 
aecbani1a1 (e.1. 1laap1, debris flows, tarbldity carrent1) within 
canyon• were the doalnant aode of 1edlaent dl1per1al (Shepard et al., 
1969; Ellery et al., 1970; lellin1 and Stanley, 1976; Nelson, 1976). 
Since the Holocene tran11re11ion, the freqaency of these larae scale 
event• baa decrea1ed 1i1nificantly (Barnard, 1978). Relative to the 
open 1lope, however, 1ubaarine canyons reaain 1ite1 of hiah 1u1pended 
1ediaent concentration and rapid accuaulation (Drake and Gorsline, 
1973; Bater, 1976; Drake et al., 1978; Carpenter et al., 1982) 
1u11e1tin1 that noncata1trophic, continuou1 proce11e1 are important in 
di1per1al of modern sediment acro11 the continental slope. These 
continuous proce11e1 have only recently received detailed attention 
(Carson et al., submitted; Bothner et al., 1983; Butman, 1983; Carson 
and Baker, 1983; Gardner, 1983; Gardner and Hunkins, 1983; Rickey and 
Baker, 1983; Hunkins, 1983; Noble, 1983; Thorbjarnarson et al., 1983). 
Modern downcanyon transport, if it occurs, may result in mineral 
and chemical fractionation due to selective transport and deposition of 
different particle sizes. Fractionation occurs because mineralogy and 
parti~le size are interdependent within the <2 µm fraction (Porrenga, 
1966; Stokke, 1976; Gibbs, 1977; Carson and Arcaro, 1983). In general, 
3 
current velocitie1, wbicb control 1tdi .. nt tr1a1port and dtpo1ition, 
decre11e in an off1bore direction on tbe l11bin1ton continental 1btlf 
(Sternbera and L1r1en, 1976), In re1pon11, particle 1i1e1 deer•••• 
1lon1 reco1ni1ed 1tdiaent tr1n1port p1tbw1y1 (Nittrouer, 1978; Barnard, 
1973), and aineraloaic fractionation follow• tbi1 1i1e tread (Car1on 
and Arcaro, 1983). 
In addition to •elective 1ortin1, difference, in 1ource area aay 
control the •ineral and cbeaical coapo1ition of terri1enou1 depo1it1. 
The compositional ch1racteri1tic1 of ••Jor source areas alon1 the •••t 
coast of the United States have been defined by larlin (1980) and 
lri11et (1982), They u1e these provenance data to eaplain observed 
patterns of cheaical and mineral coapo1ition on the Oreaon and 
l11hin1ton continental slope, 
This study••• undertaken to determine the relative iaportance of 
source area and selective transport to compositional variations in 
terrigenou1 sediment accumulating in an active submarine canyon. 
Quinault Canyon, which intersects the Washington continental shelf at 
0 0 
47 25'N, 124 45'1 (Fig, 1), was selected for eaamination because it 
intercepts modern sediment discharged by the Columbia River (Barnard, 
1973, 1978) and transported across the shelf along the mid-shelf silt 

















Fig. 2-Source Drainage Areas for Northern California, 
Oregon and Washington. 
6 
ffAl'lllltff 0, m JIIOII.III 
Fractionation or 1ediaent durin1 transport. or derivation or 
1ediaent rroa different source area,. or a coabination or tbe1e two 
factors ••Y control cheaical and aineral variability in Qainault Cin;on 
deposits. Thia study 1eet1 to define the iaportance of these two 
controls by evaluatin1 the distribution of aineralo1y, cbeaiatry and 




Karlin (1980) and lri11ek (1982) determined that aaectite 
dominates the <2 µm fraction of bottom sediments on the Ore1on-
W11hington slope. Semi-quantitative results show that bottom •••plea 
from Astoria and Willapa Canyons have 47-59 weight percent amectite, 
14-32 weight percent chlorite and 19-29 weight percent illite (larlin, 
1980). lriasek's (1982) quantitative data from non-canyon Washington 
slope samples, although not directly comparable to larlin's (1980) data 
because of differences in analytical techniques, also exhibit high 
smectite values (70-90 weight percent) which decrease downslope to 50-
70 weight percent. Chlorite increases from 1-3 weight percent on the 
upper slope to >3 weight percent on the lower slope (lrissek, 1982). 
7 
Tbe ••i1ht percent11e of chlorite 1110 incre•••• to tbe ,oath: Ore1on 
slope •••plea contain >5 ••i1ht percent chlorite (lri11et, 1982), 
In the 2-20 pa fraction or open 1lope 11aple1, lri11ek (1982) 
found that weiaht percent11e of pl11iocl11e (>40-(30 ,, decre11e1 both 
down1lope and to the 100th. Oa1rt1 e1hibit1 1 1iail1r abundance 
pattern. Allphibole ((1-)10 ,, and chlorite ((5-)15 ,, 1bund1nce1 
increase to the ,oath and the percent11e of illite i• fairly aaifona 
over the l11bia1ton-Ore1oa slope. 
lri11et (1982) cbaracteri1ed source 1ediaent1 derived froa five 
drainage area, of northern California, Oregon and Washington (Fia. 2). 
Material froa the Coluabia River and Oreaon Coast Range lact1 chlorite 
(<2 ,, bot it rich in 1aectite ()60 ,,. Sediment froa the aore 
southerly sources, the llaaath Mountain• and the California Co11t 
Range, and the northernmost drainage area, the l11hington Coast Ranae, 
contain more chlorite (4-19 ,, and illite (8-26 ,). Quartz is present 
in fairly uniform proportions in all the drainage areas. Plagioclase 
is also present in all the source areas, but is more abundant in the 
northern two basins (27-34 ,> than the southern areas (16-22 ,>. The 
only source of amphibole is the llamath Mountains. 
Karlin (1980) and lrisset (1982) attribute variations in mineral 
abundances on the continental slope to mixing of sediment from two or 
more of these terrigenous source areas. If this conclusion is correct, 
the relative contributions of sediment from the different source areas 
accumulating at one locality are dependent on the sediment dispersal 
mechanisms and transport pathways. 
8 
In contrast to control by source area, selective transport 1110 
has been invoked to account for observed aineral differences. 
Variations in relative proportion, of clay ainerala in bottoa 1ediaent1 
off Wa1hin1ton correlate 1tron1ly with variations in particle size 
(Stokke, 1976; Carson and Arcaro, 1983). Saectite abundance varies 
inversely with particle size, a trend that ia especially evident in the 
<0.49 µ• fraction. The abundances of chlorite and illite vary directly 
with particle size and these minerals predominate in the 0.49 µa-2 µa 
fraction, becoaina le11 important in finer fractions. 
Because clay minerals have characteristic size di1tribution1, 
selective transport and deposition of different size classes causes 
differential transport and accumulation of the minerals in those 
fractions (Stokke, 1976; Carson and Arcaro, 1983). Unlike source area-
controlled deposition, selective transport effects systematic but 
aradual changes in mineralogy in the direction of transport, as fine-
grained sediments are transported farther than coarser sediments 
(Carson and Arcaro, 1983). 
The Holocene sea level rise shifted the Washington shoreline 
eastward about 20 tm (Carson and Arcaro, 1983) thereby increasing the 
transport distance from river mouths to sites of marine deposition. 
Coarse sediments were deposited close to the new shoreline, while 
finer-grained material was transported farther and deposited on top of 
the coarser Pleistocene sediments. Because of the relationship between 
size and mineralogy, chlorite and illite were deposited nearer to shore 
9 
•htJe the very fine-arained aaterial, doainated by aaectite, was 
transported farther froa the source (Arcaro, 1978). 
Cheaiatry 
There ia little deviation ((3.5 weiaht percent) about the aean 
abundances of Si, Al, Fe, Ca, Na, I, Ma, Ti, Ba, Sr, Cu and Mn in the 
<2 µa and in the 2-20 1111 aediaent fraction, of the la1hin1ton-Ore1on 
continental slope 1ediaent1 (lri11ek, 1982). 
Work by Stokke (1976) and lri11ek (1982) on the relationship 
between particle size and cheaiatry of bottoa sediaent from Nitinat Fan 
and the la1hin1ton-Oregon slope, shows variation in chemical 
coaposition with particle size. Both studies note a decrease in the 
abundance of Si, Na and Ca and an increase in Mn, Al, Fe and Na with 
decreasing size (froa 20 µm to 0.5 µa). The higher weight percentages 
of Si02, Cao and Na2o in the silt-sized material, relative to the clay 
fractions, reflects the greater abundance of quartz and plagioclase in 
the coarser size class. 
The dependence of chemistry on particle size coupled with the 
lateral homogeneity of chemical composition suggests that particle size 
distributions are uniform across the slope. Such is not the case. 
Neither Stokke (1976) nor Krissek (1982) ran bulk chemical analyses on 
their samples. They simply demonstrated that chemical composition is 
uniform within specific size classes. The relative abundances of those 




In a 1tudy of tbe aineraloay of 1u1pended particulate aatter (SPN) 
in Quinault, lillapa and A1toria Canyon• (Fia. l), Bater (1973) found a 
downcanyon decrea1e in aaectite relative to cblorite. Saectite-
cblorite (S/C) ratios in tbe upper portions of tbe tbree canyons are 
0.96 - 0.65, while in the lower canyon and over tbe open slope they are 
(0.48. 
If downcanyon transport ia tbe dominant aediaent dispersal 
pattern, one would ezpect SPN to become finer-arained in the aaae 
direction. However, finer-arained aaterial should be relatively 
enriched in amectite (Stokke, 1976; Carson and Arcaro, 1983) resulting 
in a downcanyon increase in the amectite to chlorite ratio. Thia 
pattern ia opposite to that observed by Bater (1973). 
lri11et'1 (1982) characterization of sediment from northern 
California, Oregon and Washington (Fig, 2) shows that material derived 
from the Columbia River and Oregon Coast Range lacks chlorite but is 
rich in smectite (S/C )1.0; Bater, 1973). Material from the more 
southerly sources, the Klamath Mountains and the California Coast 
Range, has more chlorite relative to smectite. 
Karlin (1980) and Krissek (1982) have suggested that Baker's 
(1973) observations of a downcanyon decrease in S/C ratios may reflect 
a mixing of material from different sources rather than differential 
sedimentation, If smectite-rich sediment from the Columbia River mixes 
with increasing amounts of chlorite-rich sediment from the Klamath 
11 
Nouat1la1 and Callforala Co11t R1a1• la tbe lower caayoa and open 
1lope, tbea tbe 1baad1nce of 1aectlte relative to cblorlte will 
decre11e, tbe pattern noted by Bater (1973). 
Cbeahtry 
Bater (1976), 1tudyln1 tbe cbeai1try of near-bottoa SPN 11aple1 
froa the l11bin1toa continental slope, found the concentration, of 
•aJor eleaent1, ezcept N1, to be unifona. The percent11e or N1 
increased in an offabore direction, 1 trend whicb proved to be 
correlated (r=0.86) witb the abundance of cblorite. The 11aple1 were 
undifferentiated with respect to size. 
PIIISICAL OCIANOOIAPIIY 
Current flow on the l11hington shelf it related to the 1lon11hore 
component of wind 1tre11 (Hickey, 1979) and hence ezhibits seasonal 11 
well 11 abort-term local variability. From October to April, currents 
flow generally north at all depths over the shelf, and frequently 
ezceed 50 cm/sec (Smith and Hopkins, 1972; Sternberg and McManu1, 
1972). The summer season brings a reversal of the dominant flow 
direction of surface water (<100 m). However, the offshore Ekman 
transport accompanying this summer circulation produces upwelling and a 
northward undercurrent (Hickey, 1979). Flow during the summer months 
12 
r1rel1 e1ceed1 20 ca/,ec on the ahelr and 10 ca/sec on the ,lope 
(Hickey et al., 1ubaitted). 
Current aeter data (Saith and Hopkins, 1972), radionuclide tracer 
1tudie1 (Gros, and Nelson, 1966) and seabed drirter di1per11l pattern, 
(Barne, et al,, 1972) all indicate that the 1ver11e near-bottom current 
direction throuahout the year i1 north-northwest. Saith and Hopkins 
(1972) and Sternbera and Larsen (1976) concluded rro• current aeter 
data that aoat of the transport of 11nd and silt fro• the Col1111bi1 
River occur, durina winter 1tora1 when near-bottom current velocities 
ezceed 40 ca/sec. 
Within Quinault Canyon flow direction varies with depth (Bater and 
Hickey, submitted). Flow in the upper portion of the water col1111n is 
predoainantly north-south, coherent with the flow direction on the 
shelf, and is independent of canyon topography, Below this upper layer 
flow directions are sub-parallel to the local isobaths. This 
intermediate flow controls the distribution of an intermediate 
nepheloid layer (INL) which is derived from the bottom nepheloid layer 
(BNL) on the shelf north and south of the canyon (Bater and Hickey, 
submitted; Snyder and Carson, submitted). Flow in the bottom 200 mis 
generally directed up- or down-canyon, This oscillatory flow occurs in 
response to storm events and rarely ezceeds 15 cm/sec. There is no net 




s .. ple Coll•ctioa 
Tea boa cores, collected in and aroand Qalnaalt Canyoa (Fla, J), 
••re atlllaed for tbis 1tady. Nine cores •••pied 1ediaent1 down tbe 
••In caayon 1111; one core (C.6) 11 froa tbe open slope. Tbe top 0.5 
ca of each core••• 1aaly1ed for cheai1try and aineraloay. 
Nine sediaent tr1p1, attached to five bottoa-aoanted aoorinas 
(Fla. 3), were ,.placed in October 1981 and recovered in Janaary 1982. 
1 4 1 Foar aoorin11 (Q -Q) were positioned in or near Qainaalt Canyon: Q, 
on the shelf edae, bad one trap at 145 • depth, (5 • off bottoa); o2, 
in the soathwe1t portion of tbe canyon bead, had two tr1p1 at 250 • and 
3 450 • depth, (207 • and 7 m off bottoa); Q, near the center of tbe 
canyon bead, at the base of tbe steep headwall, had three traps at 
1037 •, 1187 • and 1237 • depth, (207 •, 57 m and 7 • off bottoa, 
4 
respectively); Q, in the narrow neck of the canyon, had one trap at 
1575 • depth, (7 • off bottom). 7 Tbe fifth mooring, Q, was located 
sooth of the canyon on the open slope and had two traps at 193 m and 
393 m depth, (207 m and 7 m off bottom). 
Each trap had I rosette of 10 sample cylinders; each cylinder 
rotated into collection position for a 9.5-day period. Samples from 
cylinders 2, S, 6 and 9 from each trap were analyzed, because they 
sampled a representative range of conditions. Cylinders 2 and 9 were 
~pen during periods of relativo calm. Cylinde~s S ahd 6 collected 
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• All •••Pl•• ••r• poiaoned witb 1odiaa 11ide and stored al 3 C to 
inhibit oraanic arowth. 
s .. ple Preparation 
Tbe core and trap 11aple1 were shaken and/or 1onic1ted for at 
least 30 ainate1 in a solution o( 1odiaa aetapho1ph1te (50 all) to 
disperse Cloccale1. Tbit treataent ••• repeated, when nece111ry, until 
flocculation ceased. The (38 µa fraction w11 estracted rroa the 
•••plea by wet aievina and rroa that aaterial the <2 µa fraction••• 
isolated by repeated centrifuaation and decantation. Centrifu1e tiaea 
were calculated accordin1 to Stokes' Law (Jackson, 1956), 
lineralo1ic1l Analyses 
Core and aediaent trap 11aple1 for X-ray diffraction analy1e1 were 
dried and weighed. A known amount of talc was added to each sample as 
an internal standard. Talc was selected as a standard because it is a 
either absent or a very minor component in the natural 11mple1 and, as 
• layered silicate, is similar to the minerals of primary interest. 
Oriented mounts on glass slides of the (2 µm fraction were 
prepared using the filter-membrane peel technique of Drever (1973). 
The 2 µm-38 µm fraction mounts were prepared using the smear-on-gla11 
slide method of Gibbs (1965). Slides were glycolated before analysis, 
according to the method of Brunton (1955). 
Mineralogical analyses were performed on a Philips APD 3600 
0 diffractometer. The samples were scanned at 0,5 28/minute using 
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aonochroaatic Cal radiation at 1•nerator 1ettia11 of 45 tV and JO aA. a 
Diffraction peak ar,11 of chlorite, •••ctitt, illite, quart&, 
pla1iocla1e and aaphibol• were ••••ared with a polar planiaeter. 
Detail• of the ainer1lo1ic1I deteraination1 are preaented la Appendia 
A. 
Quantitative e1tia1te1 of the wei1bt percent11e1 of the ainerala 
were ••de followin1 the aethod of Beath and Pi1ia1 (1979). Thia aethod 
involve, nora1li1in1 the peat area, to an internal 1t1ndard and a1in1 
linear pro1raaain1 to 1enerate factor, for convertin1 peat area to 
wei1ht percent. Unlike Bi1caye'1 (1965) aethod, which a11uae1 that the 
clay ainerala account for lOOI of the •••pie, this technique 
pre1uppo1e1 that all ainerala of interest comprise the •••pie, aa well 
•• a residual component. Thia component ia a aeaaure of the poorly 
crystalline and non-diffracting material, ianored in Bi1caye'1 method, 
and ia ainimized by the linear pro1rammin1 procedure. Thia technique 
waa used on both diffraction peat areas and intensities (peat heiahts). 
For all minerals except smectite, 1t1ti1tic1l analyses showed high 
correlation (mean r=0.92) between the weiaht percentages determined by 
peat area and those determined by peat intensity for the clay and silt 
data sets. The correlation for smectite was poorer (mean r=0.75) 
because of the breadth of the smectite peak. The results of ~ne linear 
pro1ramming for the peak area and peat intensity data sets are 
presented in Appendix B. 
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f.h••J c.u_A111Jn11 
Ch .. lcal coapo1itlon1 of the 11apl11 were det1niln1d by thln-fll• 
X-ray flaore1cence (Baker and Piper, 1976; Cann and linter, 1971; 
Jenkin• and D1Vrl11, 1967). The 11aple1 for thl1 techniqae are 
1afflciently thin that the ae11ar1d inten1lty of an eleaent i• directly 
proportional to the weiaht of tbe eleaent in the •••pie. The 11apl11 
••re analyzed for Si, Al, Fe, Ca, I, Ti and Na. A USGS rock 1t1nd1rd, 
NAG-I (Nanheia et al., 1976), and two Canadian National Re1e1rch 
Council ••rine 1ediaent reference a1teri1l1, NESS-I and BCSS-1 were 
a1ed for calibration carve,. Three calibration 11aple1 (approzi .. tely 
0.7 ••· 1.7 •1 and 2.7 •1 total •••pie weiaht) were prepared for each 
1t1nd1rd. lnowina the weiaht percent11e, in each 1t1nd1rd, of the 
eleaent1 of intere1t and the total •••pie wei1ht1, the weiaht of each 
eleaent was calculated for each 1t1nd1rd calibration •••pie. Linear 
re1re1sion analysis determined the beat relationship between 
fluorescence inten1ity (count1/second) and weight of the eleaent in the 
calibration 11mple. Blank filters were analyzed and were included in 
the regression 1n1ly1es to correct for counts arising from the filters 
themselves. The regression equations account for 95'-98~ of the total 
variance in chemical composition of the standards. A reference sample 
was run after every third sample to determine equipment variability. 
The precision of the chemical analyses, at the 951 confidence level, 
determined by seven runs on a single sample, is ±0,01 weight percent 
for Ti02 and Cao, ±0,041 for MgO, ±0,06~ for I 20, ±0,071 for FeO and 
±0,671 for Si02• 
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The core 1ad 1tdi .. nt trap 11aple1, botb tbe <2 pa and tbe 2 pa-38 
pa fraction,, were filtered onto preweiabed Nuclepore polycarbonate 
•••brine filters (11.95 ca2 effective filter area). s .. plet ••i1bln1 
between 0.5 •1 and 3.1 ••· were witbin tbe critical loadina valae, 
2 2 (40 1/ca and 260 1/c•) determined by Baker and Piper (1976). 
Tbe 1naly1e1 were performed on I Philipa automated AXS 
tpectroaeter operated at 50 kV and 40 11A with I coarse colliaator and 
flow detector. The re1alt1, in weiabt percentaae of tbe ozide, were 
normalized to tbe weiaht percent11e of Al2o3 • Operatin1 condition,, 
re1re11ion lines, correlation coefficient, and retaltt for each 
element, are presented in Appendiz C. 
Statistical Analyse, 
A stepwise discriminant function technique (Jennrich and Sampson, 
1981) was used to determine the degree of difference between various 
sample groups, which were selected on the basis of spatial and/or 
temporal distribution. This method uses the F-statistic, calculated 
from a one-way analysis of variance on each variable for the predefined 
groups, to control a stepwise selection of the most discriminating 
variables. Linear combinations of these discriminating variables, 
called canonical variables, form vectors along which the groups can be 
plotted. The relative distances between the groups, along these 
vectors, reflects the degree of dissimilarity. The approximate F-
statistic, a transformation of the U-statistic or Wilks' Lambda, 
measures this dissimilarity between the groups. A high F-value 
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ladlcat,1 a blab dear•• or dl11latlartty. The level or 1taa1rtcaace or 
tbe dtrrereace depend• on the aaaber or dear••• or rreedoa ta tbe 
1y1tea and can be found In a table or F-1tatl1tlc1. 
The two ahe fractlona, <2 µa and 2 11a-J8 µ•, were analyzed 
separately. lelabt percentaaea of the •inerala, 11 deteralned by the 
linear proaraa•ina for both diffraction peak area, and peak 
intensities, and weiaht percentaae1 of oaide1, determined by I-ray 
fluorescence, were the variable, used in the dl1cri•inant function 
analy1i1 (DFA). Subsequently, factor-analy1i1 technique, were used to 
deteraine the relationships between the che•lcal and •ineral variables 
fro• this study and the particle size distributions of the aa•e 
11aple1, which were studied by Snyder and Carson (aub•itted). R-•ode 
factor analysis allows the discovery of underlying relation1hip1 a•ong 
the variables. If patterns are present, the variability in the •••plea 
can be described with a smaller number of factors. These factors are 
linear combinations of the original variable• (Davia, 1973; Joreatog et 
al., 1976). 
IBSULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Trapped Sediments 
Areal Distribution: Silt Fraction (2 - 38 µm) 
All chemical and mineral data from each mooring were initially 
grouped together and submitted to DFA to compare and contrast the five 
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aoorina1, I 2 In the tilt friction. 11aplt1 troa aoorina• Q ind Q •r• 
hiaher in qu1rt1. pl1aiocl111 ind TiO~ thin 1r• tripped atdi .. at froa 
• 3 4 7 aoorina1 Q. 0 and Q CFia, 4 ind Fla, 5). The•• differenc•• •r• 
1ianific1nt 1t the 90I confidence level or hiah1r CT1bl• I). s .. ple• 
l 2 froa Q, 1t the canyon lip. ind Q, in the upper canyon bead, do not 
differ 1ianific1ntly one fro• the other. Furtheraore, 1ediaent1 fro• 
7 aoorina Q, 1outh of the canyon, ire indi1tinaui1h1ble froa 1ediaent1 
3 4 trapped at Q and Q, located in the lower canyon. 





analyzed by aoorina, Di1criainant function 1n1ly1i1 b11ed 





13.04••• 14 .37••• 
Degrees of Freedom= 2,21 
• 90'Tt significance level 
•• 95~ 1ignific1nce level 






Snyder and Carson (submitted) found textural difference, among 
1 2 trap samples from the same two mooring groups. Samples from Q and Q 
are coarser and more poorly sorted than sed•ment collected at moorings 
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Tbe ob1erved coapo1ltloa1J difference, can be attribated, at Je11t 
partially. to different 1oarce1, CoJaabla River 1edl .. at 11 rich ID 
pl11locl11e and Ti02 (lri11ek. 1912) and 11 tr1n1porltd 1cro11 tbe 
1belf to tbe head of Qulnault Canyon (Nittroaer. 1971. Healy. 1913; 
Cut1h1ll et al •• 1ubaltted). Sedlaent collected in tbe apper c1n7on 
l 2 tr1p1 (Q and Q) 11 rlcb in pl11locl11e. Ti02 and quartz. Trapped 
1ediaent froa o7• o3 and o4 11 cblorlte-rlch and poorer in Ti02• 
pl11iocl11e. and quartz. Thu1, the coapo1itlon1l data 1u11e1t tbat 
1ediaent trapped in the lower canyon ••Y be derived froa terrl1enou1 
1ource1 1outh of the Coluabia River which are poorer in pl11locl11e and 
Ti02 but contain abundant chlorite (larlin. 1980; lri11et, 1982), 
Current meter/tr1n1ai11oaeter results (Baker and Rickey, 
1ubaitted) indicate that SPM is tr1n1ported north-northwe1terly. alona 
the 1helf, in a bottom nepheloid layer (BNL), Alona the aid-shelf silt 
deposit (which intersects the canyon head) the BNL con1i1t1 doainantly 
of Columbia River-derived material, On the outer shelf, north-
northwesterly transport suggests that the BNL may draw sediment fro• a 
more southerly source, The shelf BNL feeds an intermediate nepheloid 
layer (INL) which extends over the slope and canyon at shelf break 
depth, from which particles settle rapidly (Bater and Rickey, 
submitted), Bydrography does not preclude source area control of 
1 2 3 4 7 differences observed at Q -Q versus Q -Q -Q 
However, source area cannot account for all of the compositional 
variations in the trapped samples, Quartz is found in each of the 
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po11lble 1oarce 1re11 In relatively equal 1band1nc11 (aboat 14-18,; 2-
20 pa fraction, lrl11et, 1982). A1 a re1alt. provenance can be 
dlacoanted 11 a controllln1 factor In qa1rt1 variability oath• 1h11r 
and slope. Yet tho r1a1 of qa1rt1 at the five aoorln11 (Table 2) 
v1rle1 1l1nlflc1ntly. Oa1rt1 11 depoalted aa order or ••1nltade aore 
1 2 Q3. 4 7 rapidly at Q and Q than at Q, or Q. The poaltion or th••• 
aoorln11 at the very head of the canyon, and the rapid fla1 or qa1rt1, 
1tron1ly 1u11e1t that 1ilt-1i1ed terri1enou1 1ediaent i1 depoaited 
preferentially juat beyond the shelf break. Silt1 are enriched In 
quartz and feldspar relative to cl1y1 (Stotko, 1976), and selective 
deposition of the 1ilt-1ized fraction 1ccoant1 for the qa1rtz-
pl11iocla1e-rich accumulation (Fi1. 4). Apparently, currents efrectin1 
transport over most of the canyon are inaufficient to aaintain 1ilt1 in 
su1pen1ion. 
Areal Distribution: Clay Fraction (<2 µm) 
The chemistry of the <2 pm fraction is very uniform and similar to 
values reported for comparable size fractions of bottom sediment on 
Nitinat Fan (Stokke, 1976) and for slope sediment from the Washington-
Oregon coast (lrisset, 1982). The weight percentages are presented in 
Appendiz C. At Q2, the Fe0/Al2o3 value appears to be anomalous (0.40 
±0.03 versus a mean of 0.36 ±0.02 for the other moorings), but the 
2 difference between mooring Q and the other moorings is within the 
error of the analyse! and mey not be real. 
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TAIi.i 2: Ouarti abundance, aedl .. ntatlon rate and quart1 (lu1 
for all trap,. 
QUARTl SHDINEHTATION RATE • QUAIT'l fol.Ul 
WRIGHT, (a .-2d-1~ (a .-2d-1~ 
QI 9.54 54 5 .15 
145 • ±2.52 ±58 ±5.70 
Q2 10.67 58 6.U 
250 • ±5.40 ±71 ±8.20 
Q2 6.44 60 3.86 
450 • ±2 .42 ±65 ±4 .43 
Q3 4.05 5.57 0.23 
1037 • ±1, l 5 ±3.00 ±0,14 
Q3 5.15 6.70 0.35 
1187 • ±3.73 ±3,08 ±0,30 
Q3 5.51 6.28 0.35 
1237 m ±3.21 ±2,19 ±0,23 
o4 3.28 3 .10 0.10 
1575 m ±1. 71 ±0,06 
Q7 3.08 3.04 0.09 
393 m ±0,37 ±2.97 ±0,09 
• TSR from Baker and Hickey (submitted) 
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In the clay 1l1e fraction there are not two di1tiact aooriaa 
1roapin11 11 round in the 1ilt-1i1ed a1teri1I. The hoaoaeneity in 
cheaical coapo1ition or tbe <2 µa fraction over I l1r1e area iaplie1 
tbat cl1y1 are not ,electively tr1n1ported or rractionated on tbe 1belf 
or upper 1lope. Current velocities are apparently 1afficient to 
di1per1e all particles <2 µa in equivalent diaaeter. 
Tbe aineraloay or tbe clay fraction i1 eztreaely variable. 
However, tbe ob1erved aineral variability aay be ez111erated. X-ray 
diffraction cbar1cteri1e1 only tbe well-cry1talli1ed portion of tbe 
11aple. Tbe linear progr .. aing technique eaployed to quantify the 
re1ult1 1ener1te1 a residual coaponent which i1 pre1uaed to reflect the 
non-diffractina fraction. Beath and Pi1i11 (1979) calculated that >60I 
of the fine fraction was unaccounted for by linear proaraamina in the 
area of thia 1tudy. For the <2 µm trapped aediment the mean residual 
component is 51.46~ ±29.02, which indicates that the calculated weiaht 
percentaaes of the diffracting minerals accounts for an eztremely 
variable, and in some cases, very low proportion of the total sample. 
Although no discrete aroups are identifiable by DFA, there is a 
downcanyon decrease in amectite, relative to chlorite, similar to the 
trend observed in SPM from several submarine canyons by Baker (1973). 
Smectite/chlorite (S/C) ratios were calculated for the (2 µm fraction 
of the sediment trap samples. By taking the ratio any distortions 
caused by the residual error term are effectively eliminated. Tbe 
methods for mineralogical determinations in this study ~·:~er from 
Baker's (1973) work, however the pattern of S/C values is comparable. 
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l 2 In the upper Quinault Canyon the S/C ratios for Q and Q are 0.98 
:0.23; Bater'• ranae for upper canyon •••plea is 0.96 - 0.65. Re 
calculated low (<0.48) SIC values for distal portions of the canyons; 
3 4 7 the aean S/C ratio for Q, Q and Q is (0.61 ±0.26), Two-1aaple t-
te1t1 indicate that the S/C ratios are 1i1nificantly hiaher (99.9' 
1 2 3 4 confidence level) for 1ample1 from Q and Q than those fro• Q, Q 
and o7• 
The chemical homogeneity of the clay fraction implies that no 
1i1nificant fractionation during transport takes place in the clay 
fraction on the shelf or upper slope. If this is true the variations 
in S/C ratios must result from differences in source area. (Due to the 
abundance of non-diffracting material in the (2 µm fraction, aineral 
variations baaed on diffraction results apparently are not reflected in 
the chemical data.) SPM in the upper canyon appears to be derived 
almost wholly from the Columbia River and Oregon Coast Range, 1ource1 
which have a high smectite/chlorite ratio (Baker, 1973; lri11et, 1982). 
SPM at Q7 and the lower canyon moorings appears to be dominated by the 
two most southern sources (Klamath Mountains and California Coast 
Range) characterized by lrissek (1982) as low in smectite relative to 
chlorite, 
Vertical Distribution: Silt Fraction (2 - 38 um) 
The chemistry and mineralogy data from the four cylinders in each 
trap were combined and submitted to DFA to comp~r.~ traps. The most 
1 2 significant difference among the traps at moorings Q and Q occurs 
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2 between the upper (257 a) and lower (450 •> tr1p1 at Q (Table 3). The 
upper trap 11aple1 are 1l1nific1ntly hi1her in CaO, relative to Al 2o3 , 
than the lower trap 11aple1 (0.37 !0,02 v1. 0,26 !0,03), Thia 
depletion probably re1ult1 fro• increased di11olution of bioaenic 
calciua carbonate with depth, lnale (1975) found JOOI saturation for 
CaC03 at I depth of 300 • in the eastern Pacific fro• California 100th 
alon1 the co11t. At 500 • the value decre11e1 to 75-8~ 11tur1tion, 
Although above the carbonate coapen11tion depth, it appears that water 
off l11hington i1 under11tur1ted at the lower trap depth (450 m), and 
that some di11olution occurs within the 9.5 day interval that the 
cylinder• were open, 
Miner1l/che•ic1l compo1ition1 of silt 11aple1 from the tr1p1 at 
3 4 7 Q, Q and Q are indi1tin1ui1h1ble. Although the DFA indicates that 
3 the lowest (1237 a) trap at Q has le11 Ti02 (0,08 ±0,01) than the 
middle (1187 m) trap (0,09 ±0,01; different at the 9~ si1nific1nce 
level), this difference is less than the instrumental variability 
C±0,01). 
The lack of vertical variability among terrigenous components 
among traps at a sinale mooring indicates that all traps receive 
material primarily from the INL by fast settling of large particles 
(Baker and Hickey, submitted), No fractionation occurs during 
settling, As a result, areal variations in composition, especially 
evident in the distribution of quaxtz, plagioclase and chlorite in the 
canyon, must reflect lateral variations maintained or created by 
advective transport in the INL. 
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IAI.J.I.J: Natrh of 1ppro1tute fl-1t1thttc1 for 2 - 311 µa 11aple1 
1n1ly11d by trap. Dt1crtatn1nl function 1n1ly1t1 b11ed 
on 111 cheatc1J and atner1I d1t1. 
145 • --- 250 • ··- 450 • -- 1037 • _ 1187 • 
02 
250 • 1.55 
02 
450. 4.o8•• 9.33••• 
OJ 
1037 • 13.54••• 7.42••• 21.46••• 
03 
1187 • 13.38••• 6.92••• 22.25••• 0.09 
QJ 
1237 • 29.91••• 20.09••• 39.29••• 2.05 
04 
1575 • 4.59•• 2.47 7.33••• 0.21 
o7 
393 • 18.4t••• 11.09••• 26.93••• 0.33 
Dearees of Freedom= 2,18 
• 90ft 1i1nific1nce level 
•• 951 1i1nific1nce level 









The seabed sediments can be grouped on the basis of position 
relative to the canyon. The aroups are: 1) cores (C30, C46) on the 
shelf (depth (300 m); 2) cores (Cll, C20, C26, C43) in upper Quinault 
Canyon (depth= 1200 - 1700 m); and 3) cores (C29, C36, C37, C41) in 
the lower canyon/channel (depth )1700 m). 
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In tera1 or ch .. ic1l/aia1r1l coapoaitioa. there ire ao differeac11 
eaoaa 1e1bed 1ediaeat 11aple1 ta the <2 µa rr1ctioa (DPA;F !2,0; 1.7 
d.r.). There ire 1110 ao 1i1nific1nt difference• between the core, in 
the upper canyon ind thoae froa the lower canyon in the 1ilt friction 
(DFA;F a 1.2; 2.6 d.f.). The 2 µa - 38 µa friction or the core, on the 
1helf. however. ire enriched in C10 (A12o3-nora1Jized value of 0,35 
±0,06) relative to the 11aple1 fro• the upper ind lower canyon (0.22 
!0,02 ind 0.24 !0,01, reapectively; DFA;F >33.7; 2,6 d,f,;Pia. 6), CaO 
depletion in canyon bottoa 1ediaent probably re1ult1 froa incre11ed 
di110Jution of bioaenic Caco3 below 300 •· In addition, the 1helf 
1eabed 1ediment1 (Pia, 6) are 1i1nific1ntly lower in chlorite (6.39 
!3,271) than the sediments within the upper canyon (16.28 ±6,181) and 
samples from the lower canyon (21.25 ±3,25'). Thia chlorite 
distribution conforms with the pattern of oceanward chlorite enrichllent 
which was observed by Biker (1973) in SPM and also in the trapped 
sediment from this study. The trend is thought to reflect either the 
introduction of chlorite-rich material, from a southern source, to the 
outer canyon or the dilution of such a source by Colombia River 
sediment in the upper portion of the canyon. 
Artificial radionuclide•, Co-60 and Eu-152 (with half-lives of 
5.27 and 13.6 years, respectively), unique to the Colombia River 
system, have been detected in several cores in Quinault Canyon 
(Cutshall et al., submitted). These radionuclides are not present 
seaward of core C26. Columbift River sediment moves along the mid-shelf 
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4 
p1rttclt1 dtrtwtd froa rt1a1pea1ton on tbt 1btlf dart•a 1 ••Jor 1tora, 
4 1rt 1arai1td to b1wt 1rriwtd 1t Q wttbta • 9.S d1y1 (Snyder 1ad 
C1r1oa, 1abatlttd). A1 • r,1alt, ti .. 1ad 111oct1ttd dtcay. cannot 
t1pl1ln the l1ct of tbt r1dlonaclidt1 oc,1nw1rd of C26. The 
dl1trlbatton of Co-60 and Ea-152 clearly indlc1tt1 that Col1111bl1 River 
1edlaent 11 not dl1per1ed •••••rd of tbt neck of Oainaalt Canyon In 
reco1ni11ble qa1ntltlt1, 
The nacllde di1tribatlon 1110 indicates, however, that Col1111bl1 
River 1edlaents ire not restricted to the aid-shelf 1ilt deposit and 
the apperaoat bead of the canyon, as 1a11e1ted by the silt ainer1lo1y. 
In 111 probability, soae Col1111bi1 River cl1y1 (be1rin1 adsorbed 
r1dionaclides) ire di1per1ed to the oater shelf near the river aoath, 
ind then tr1n1ported north-northwe1tw1rd in the INL by the reaional 
7 3 4 flow, to 1ccaaal1te 1t Q, Q, ind Q • Sab1t1nti1l dilation of the 
Col1111bi1 River 1i1n1l, by particles derived froa 1oarce1 to the ,oath, 
is indicated by the 1e1w1rd enrichment of chlorite and lower 
concentrations of nuclide• (relative to the Col1111bi1 River e1ta1ry, 
Cat1h1ll et 11., submitted). 
Smectite/chlorite r1tio1 were c1lcal1ted for the <2 µm friction of 
the 1e1bed sediments. Cores 30, 11, 20 1nd 43, simpling the bottom 
1 4 sediment near moorings Q -Q, show I distinct downc1nyon decrease in 
S/C values (1.94-0.73). Linear regression between the value of the 
ratio ind the distance downc1nyon indicates a significant (95' 
confidence level) relationship and confirms that offshore ctange in the 
smectite/chlorite ratio occurs within the bottom sediments of the 
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canyon, 11 It doe, Int•• trapped 1edl .. nt. Thi• pattern do•• aot 
per1l1t ID cor•• •••••rd of Ctl. If dilation of• ohlorlte-rlch 1oarc• 
by 1aectlte-rlch Col1111bl1 River ••dl .. nt 1ccoant1 fort•• off1hor1 
decr111e In S/C r1tlo1, the dl1trlbatlon lapll11 that Col1111bl1 River 
1edl .. at 11 dl1per1ed only 11 far •••••rd 11 tbe neck of th• canyon 
(1\11700 .,. 
Coap1rl1oa of 1e1bed and trapped 1edi .. nt1 
Mineral difference,, Indicated by DFA and 1l1nlflc1nt at tbe 9~ 
confidence level, occar between tbe 1e1bed and trapped aedi .. ata in 
both <2 µa and 2-38 JIii 1l1e fraction,. E1aaln1tion of the data, 
however, indicates that tbe factor controlling these difference, ls tbe 
re1ida1l coaponent, 1ener1ted by the linear pro1raaain1 technique, 
which is auch hither for the trapped 1ediaent than for the bottoa 
•••plea. A high residual reflect, a high non-diffracting coaponent in 
the 1aaple (biogenic and/or poorly or non-crystalline aaterial). In 
fact, the non-diffracting component may be artificially enhanced in the 
trap samples, since le11 material from the traps was available for 
mounting than sediment from core,. As a result, the diffractometer 
consistently 'saw' the gla11 slides when trap samples were ran. In an 
attempt to compare seabed and suspended sediments more equitably the 
weight percentage of the crystalline material was normalized to 100.. 
(Results are tabulated in Appendix D.) 
After normalization, mineral differences rtill exist between 
seabed and trapped sediments. In the silt fraction, the bottom 
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1edl .. nt1 have a ••an noraaliaed chlorlt• value of 21.24, !7,SOI, wbll• 
the value for the trap 1aaplt1 la 13.81 !4,94,. Althou1h thl• pattern 
would appear to contradict doalnant vertical depo1ltlon lroa the JNL 
(Bater and Rickey, 1ubaltted), ln fact the core, and trap• do not 
•••pie preclaely the •••e aeoaraphlc area• (Fla, 3). A coaparlaon ol 
trapped 1edlaent wlth the neare1t core or cores (Fla. 7) indicates a 
1ub1tantlal 1lallarlty la the cblorlte content. Cores collected below 
1700 •• contain 1l1nificantly aore chlorite. 
DFA utilized several chealcal variables to dl1tln1ui1h between 
<2 pa aaterial in the seabed and trap 1aaple1. Trap •••plea contain 
more Si02 (3.89 ±0.21, versus 3.27 ±0.15') and Ti02 CO.OS ±0.00 versus 
0.04 ±0.00) than bottom 1aaple1. Analytical error for Si02 is ±0.67,, 
and for Ti02 is ±0.01, 10 that differences between seabed and trapped 
aediaent, in the clay fraction, may not be real. 
It appears then, that compositional differences between bottom and 
trapped sediment result primarily from their geographic location. Trap 
samples, from the canyon head and neck contain more amectite-, 
plagioclaae-, and quartz-enriched sediment derived primarily from the 
northern drainage basins (Columbia River and Washington Coast Ranges). 
The cores, as a group, sample a much greater area along the canyon axis 
and therefore reflect a wide range of compositions derived from all the 
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Fig 7-Comparison of normalized Chlorite values for 
bottom and trapped sediment= 2-38 JJm fraction 




l Ttrrl1enou1 2-38 µa 1u1peaded atdlaeat trapped at aoorln11 Q 
2 
and Q la enriched la aaectlte, pl11locla11, and Tl02 11 la Coluabla 
River aedlaent (lrl11et, 1982). Coaparable aedt .. at collected rarther 
orrahore at aoortn11 o3, o4, and o7 la relatively depleted in theae 
coaponenta, but ia richer la chlorlte. Thia coapoaitlon la 
ch1racteri1tic or 1ource1 aouth or the Coluabla River (lrl11et, 1982). 
Provenance, la conjunction with I con1l1tent north-northweaterly 
diaperaal pattern, ezerta I reatonal control on the coapoaition or 
modern 1ediaent1 accumulatina in Quinault Canyon. 
2. Quartz is present in 111 source 1re11 in approziaately equal 
abundance (lri11et, 1982). However, it is 1ccuaul1tin1 an order of 
1 2 
••anitude more rapidly at Q and Q than at the other moorings. Tbia 
pattern implies that silts, largely from the Columbia River, are 
deposited preferentially in the uppermost reaches of tho canyon, where 
current velocities are insufficient to maintain transport. 
3. Regional currents (10-15 cm/sec; Hickey et 11., submitted) are 
sufficient to transport <2 µm particles without noticeable 
fractionation, at least within the area of this study. 
4. Tbe only vertical variation in composition of silt-sized 
seabed and trapped sediment is a decrease in CaO, at depths greater 
37 
than 250-300 •· Thi• pattern re1ult1 fro• dl11olutlon of blo1enlc 
CaC03 ID 1ub1urf1ce water,. Th• l1ct of vertical v1rl1bilitJ in 
terri11nou1 coapon1nt1 indlc1t11 rapid 11ttlin1 of 111 particles froa 
the INL without fractionation. Si1nific1nt bori1ont1J advection it 
apparently confined to the INL. 
S. Tbe ratio of ,aectite to cblorite decre11e1 in an offshore 
direction in trapped 1ediaent1 and in canyon deposits collected at 
depths <1700 •· The pattern is 1iail1r to that noted by Bater (1973), 
and is attributed to either introduction of chlorite-rich a1teri1l 
(froa I southern source), to the oater canyon or dilation of such a 
source by Columbia River 1ediaent in the upper canyon. If 1ach 
dilation 1ccoant1 for the 1aectite-chlorite distribution, restriction 
of declining 1aectite/chlorite r1tio1 to depths (1700 • implies that 
Columbia River sediment ia not dispersed oceanward of the neck of the 
canyon, This conclusion ia corroborated by tho distribution of modern 
r1dionuclide1 from the Columbia River (Cutshall et al., submitted). 
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The aineral1 deeaed iaportant for tbi1 study were cblorlte, 
aaectlte, illite, quartz, pl11iocl11e and hornblende. Cblorite waa 
• • identified by pe1k1 at 7 A and 14 A. On the b11i1 of work by Griffin 
et al. (1968), Duncan et al. (1970) and lri11ek (1982), kaolinite waa 
• preauaed to be 1b1ent in the study area; hence the 7 A peak w11 
considered to result solely froa chlorite and that peak w11 used in the 
quantitative 1naly1e1. 
• Saectite was identified by the broad swell around 17 A that was 
present after glycolation. Tbi1 peak may 1110 reflect the presence of 
• inter1tr1tified cl1y1. It w11 not po11ible to separate the 14 A 
chlorite peak from the broad 1mectite swell. In order to determine the 
area of the peak caused by the 1mectite, 1ample1 from the 2 µm-38 JIii 
fraction which contained very little or no smectite, were used to 
• 0 determine a ratio between the 7 A and 14 A chlorite peaks. Then, by 
0 
measuring the 7 A chlorite peak in the smectite-bearing samples and 
using the calculated ratio, it was possible to subtract the 
contribution of chlorite from the area of the overlapping peak. Tbe 
identification of illite, quartz and hornblende and area measurements 
0 0 for the quantitative analyses were done on the peaks at SA, 4.3 A and 
0 
·-8·.4 A,· r~spectively, Hornblende wa:. !:fl· rare i11 the clay samples that 
it was not used in the analyses of the clay fraction. The plagioclase 
49 
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Re1ult1 or alner1lo1ic1I deteraln1tlon1, la welaht perceat11e1, !or p11k 1re1 Capper llae) 1ad peek laten1ity (lower line) daU aeu. 
CBLORITP. SNECTITP. II.LITE gUARTl ~ IIBLND RF.SID 
~- <2 pa !ractloa 
11 5 .3002 6 .2946 3.6519 0.9268 1.2707 0.0000 82 .5498 
3.5872 2 .9482 3 .6324 1.1208 1. 7793 0.0000 86. 9321 20 10.1861 10.5363 8.8680 1.6971 1.7785 0.0000 66.9340 8 .5504 4 .2043 5.8164 1.9068 0.0000 0.0000 79.5221 26 17 .9467 23 .4025 11.1086 2 .9826 4.9510 0.0000 39.6081 
14 .4864 16.6690 7 .5650 2.1640 4 .2560 0.0000 54.8596 29 29.1226 24 .6531 21.5856 5.1312 5.4227 4.6162 9.4685 21.4880 13 .4408 14 .9650 4.8374 4.5926 15. 7645 24.9117 30 4.7232 9.1829 2.8807 0.7117 1.9628 0.0000 80 .5388 2.0768 2 .3081 2 .1089 0.3688 0.7294 0.0000 92.4080 
36 19.3518 30.3258 12.6899 3.1794 4.9266 6.9139 22.6128 
13. 9552 19.4932 7. 7151 0.8151 0.0000 23 .2265 34.7949 37 17.4342 14 .9205 13 .8536 3 .4796 5.5222 0.0000 44.7898 
8.5152 3.9002 6 .4543 2 .5376 3.0938 0.0000 15 .4989 41 10 .3968 9 .9192 7 .8134 1.6265 2.4222 0.0000 67. 7619 
5.6896 2.2481 3.8516 1.4313 1.4026 0.0000 85.3707 43 27.8625 20.3906 21.3235 5.6229 7.3444 0.0000 17 .4560 
21.2864 13 .4688 19.7382 8.0155 5 .5784 23 .5955 8.3172 46 15.3059 31.1392 11.4384 2.6660 4.1941 2.8528 32 .4036 
9.8560 6.8004 7.7302 1.4459 1.0900 3.8540 69.2235 
1 TRAP- (2 pa friction g 145a 
2 18.4145 12.2025 14.1272 10.7912 23 .3044 11.0470 10.1133 
14.6336 5 .1043 23 .3255 13 .3479 15 .4048 15.9285 12.2554 
5 20. 5232 25.4555 18.1660 5.5585 17.5857 0.0000 12.7112 
14.9952 12.8248 13 .5841 7.6371 16.2624 0.0000 34.6965 
6 12 .5172 15 .5203 11.5673 3 .9253 14 .3770 3.4769 38.6160 
10 .3264 6.6324 12.1581 8.0010 15.0121 0.0000 47.8701 
9 11.0432 13 .9318 10.9025 5.2498 14.9475 4 .3596 39.5651 
g2 250 m 
5.6320 4.1003 7.0622 6.8122 12 .3191 7.5440 56. 5303 
2 8.2766 8.2322 8.7450 2.8010 7.5065 0.0000 64 .4386 4 .6144 2.3281 5 .5087 2 .0864 1.1782 0.0000 84.2842 
5 14 .9132 16.1727 12 .9399 4.4283 13.5139 0.0000 38.0320 
8. 9536 6.6684 7. 7677 4.5318 6.1566 0.0000 65.3219 6 12.2341 7.2766 8.4245 2.6860 7.8132 0.0000 61.5656 
6.5760 0.0000 5.4712 2.1543 6.0914 0.0000 79.7072 9 9.1788 6.8533 9.0182 1. 7815 7 .9130 0.0000 65.2552 6.0608 1.7361 5.8314 2 .4357 5 .1056 0.0000 78.8305 
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9:...4-'9_11 ~Jf. ~Nf.t:l'J]Jt J!Ji.Uf. ~JM.'ft n.Mi gJ_.fill RF.S.!P 
2 23.4020 24.3012 19 .3734 9.2409 23 .6826 0.0000 0.0000 
17.0400 9.S806 IS .0711 7. 7632 14 .1064 0.0000 36 .0120 
5 10.5183 U.1670 8.1041 1.8193 4 .0295 0.0000 63.3618 
6.7172 S.3443 6.S819 2.8966 6.1796 0.0000 72.2104 
6 14.8514 11. 9333 11.7157 3 .Sl79 8.4433 0.0000 49.SJ8S 
10.5600 S.7444 10.9498 4 .4396 7 .3337 0.0000 60.9726 
9 4.3275 3 .8933 3 .9860 1.2402 2 .3923 0.0000 84.1606 
93 
2 .1824 1.2801 2.8669 1.0432 1.5709 0.0000 91.0565 
1037 • 
2 7.7480 6.0412 7. 9325 1.5412 5.8947 2.7594 68.0829 
5 .1840 l. 9201 5. 7789 1. 7952 2.2843 O.Sl2S 82.S250 
5 5. 7748 5.0679 5.0756 1.3963 3. 7911 0.0000 78.8944 
4 .0160 1.6401 3 .6399 1.1645 1.4427 0.0000 88.0968 
6 20.3339 21.3735 15.3909 5 .3675 14. 7486 0.0000 22.7856 
13 .5936 4.1363 8.4957 6.2057 10.0508 0.0000 57.5180 
9 24.5805 22.0507 19.3010 10. 7895 21.6711 0.0000 1.6073 
g3 
15.9040 8.8485 11.2650 7 .9330 16.1743 11.3160 28.5592 
1187 • 
2 24.8115 10.1010 22 .2921 6.8809 20.9574 0.0000 14 .9572 
13 .0528 3.3242 13 .8918 4.4590 11.6378 0.0000 53 .6345 
5 29.4105 23 .0877 18.9588 7 .0539 16.5608 0.0000 4.9283 
25.4144 13.6928 18.5749 12. 7753 10.0829 5 .3915 14.0682 
SA 29.2468 19.6376 19.2244 7.4805 17 .4649 0.0000 6.9459 
27.4464 12.5728 20.9239 15 .1722 23.8847 0.0000 0.0000 
6 3.8811 2.6597 3.4129 1.1821 2 .4891 0.0000 86.3752 
g3 1237 • 
7.4720 2.6202 5.6663 3.9059 5 .1296 4 .3050 70.9011 
2 22.9245 13.5671 21.5007 8.8066 19.7029 13 .4978 0.0005 
24.3840 5 .0003 18. 5749 12.0087 13 .5454 18.8600 7 .6268 
s 11.1424 8.1912 8.5104 3 .2052 7.0376 0.0000 61.9133 
6.4640 2.8562 4.4205 2.0330 3.1419 9.9630 71.1215 
6 18.6863 11.8953 16 .5908 8.3561 15 .2134 7.1057 22.1524 
12 .2048 4 .5683 9.2912 5.9194 9.3936 5.2480 53 .3747 
9 10.9886 9.1358 11.5415 2 .9171 9.1144 0.0000 56 .3028 
g4 1575 m 
7 .1712 3 .1762 7.1298 2. 7753 7.6143 0.0000 72.1333 
2 21.5289 6.8998 23 .5813 11.0340 21.8626 9.0934 0.0000 
19.6608 0.0000 17.4491 11.6302 19.5165 14.5755 17.1678 
5 7.6414 0.9881 7.1935 2 .3041 4.3147 2. 7792 74.7789 
6.9280 0.0000 4.7582 1.6497 3.5747 3.5260 19.5635 
6 9. 7624 5.6399 8.9038 2. 7317 5.2676 0.0000 61.6946 
g7 193 m 
6.8992 1.4681 5.5831 2.8578 3.7270 0.0000 79.4642 
6 4.9439 0.6867 4.3204 1. 7112 4.2039 2.9143 81.2197 
2.8512 0.0000 2. 7994 1.4605 3 .3022 2.3985 87.1883 
52 
97 111-~ 
9J.U>..l[IJ ~·_JJ! JJJJB Ru.Mn ~ !IUJ!P. oo» 
2 5.2255 2. 7734 4 .3379 1.9211 4 .0116 0.0000 II .66CM 
3.1080 1.2441 3 .2422 2.5ou 2.1721 0.0000 17.0252 
5 17. 7213 6.4232 11.0219 6.0012 l7 .0752 0.0000 41. 7431 
16.9440 2.0IU ll .0380 5.96.JI U.3671 0.0000 50.6716 
6 11.9435 4.3691 11.6004 3.6375 1.0714 0.0000 60.3705 
7.061 0.1001 6 .4.JU 3.2605 2.0999 .J.3620 76 .6019 
9 4.1039 2.1117 4 • .JOII o. 9501 1.2171 1.3034 IS .2274 
2.6592 0.2920 2.1194 0.5677 0.4001 0.0000 93. U09 
~- 2 pa-JI pa fraction 
II 8 .3659 6.4646 6.1531 5 .4464 3.1433 1.1400 60.1161 
14.5126 0.0000 6.4CMI 9.2008 5.5495 U .6105 52.71'9 
20 14 .3720 19.9311 u.01u 21.1917 13 .5637 17.1523 0.0000 
U.11112 0.0000 9. 77SS 21.8053 11.0071 29.5303 0.0000 
26 21.365.J 21.5036 12 .9933 IS .2297 10.2115 9.7165 1.1401 
21.3766 0.0000 10.1641 16.9215 12.2543 13.4232 25.1604 
29 16.7155 16. 9312 9.1117 7.9450 4.2391 13 .0234 31.1'34 
20.0861 0.0000 9.1637 1.4075 3.2971 21. 7912 37 .2461 
30 4.0792 19.7147 4 .1411 10.5989 7 .5905 1.3880 44. 7169 
4 .5065 6.8080 2.8557 12.3348 7.9680 8.9652 56 .5619 
36 23 .5310 5 .4317 12.8421 13 .4934 7 .8708 10.5612 26 .2699 
23 .0261 0.0000 9.6311 lS.JJ45 7.5123 11.5297 32.9664 
37 20.9226 13.7234 11.3910 15 .5058 8.3399 9.3429 20.7743 
19.4909 0.0000 8.7001 18.1950 10. 7243 10.4406 32.4491 
41 23. 7753 7. 7511 9.3004 15. 7367 8.3868 16.2214 18.8284 
24.2194 0.0000 10.6809 18.9568 8.6988 15.2780 22.1662 
43 21.0229 29.5463 8.7728 18.5759 9.9971 8.0208 4.0642 
19.4299 0.0000 8.3296 25.8445 12.2863 4.1840 29.9258 
46 8.7055 24.7401 9. 7355 12. 7720 5.5091 11. 7941 26. 7437 
13.5315 25.4320 7.1944 14.4918 5 .5395 20.3649 13.4461 
1 TRAP- 2 pa-38 µa fraction Q 145• 
2 5.8769 4.6606 4.6637 13.2077 9.8498 8.0999 53.6414 
7.1577 0.0000 5.2915 16.8153 12.4800 7. 7532 50.5024 
5 3.2695 19.5301 3.1285 8.4186 8.6814 4.5447 52.4273 
3.3651 0.0000 2. 7493 9.5718 8.8363 6.1653 69.3117 
6 3 .6896 7.0540 4.1965 8.9139 9.3688 7 .0212 59.6961 
3.5338 0.0000 4.3814 9.5003 9.2350 7.4511 65.8985 
9 3 .6043 6.8632 9.0895 7.5444 6.1556 6.9685 59.7746 
g2 250m 
3.6487 0.0000 6.5303 7.4180 5.6623 9.0354 67. 7053 
2 5 .3824 5.2050 5.9334 12. 7780 12.6801 7.2673 50. 7538 
5.4011 0.0000 5.9413 14.1893 14 .3933 4.2999 55.7752 
5 6 .8992 18.5168 6.5412 17 .JJOl 14.2899 10.6630 25.7599 
7 .5394 0.0000 5.1509 16.4018 14. 7210 11.4278 44. 7592 
6 2.8123 9.8682 
-~ ,4490 5.8738 4 .5.46-8 4.8'.710 69.5189. , ........ _ 
..... ~-- :2~4327 ---i;~i>OGO . ·····~-· .. ---· .. -· .. ---·· 2.so2s······1.os13 5 .0438 4 .4826 78.1812 
9 3.0832 0.1098 2.2156 6.6938 5.7586 4 .9104 77.2288 
3.3387 0.0000 2.1727 1.6563 6 .8278 6.5201 73.4845 
53 
g2 !Jib! 
011.011~ sg_crrn !L!J1f. QR.WZ nAG !IJYm mn 
2 J.7617 20.0376 3 .0127 S.3216 3. 7986 6.2235 S7 ,1303 
4 .3341 21.7200 4.2HI 9.5140 6.4030 U, S1102 31.UOO 5 6.2599 40.5170 5. SS4l 10.0591 7 .2150 6.7475 23.5767 
6 .7207 24.0160 S .Ulll 10.3403 7,2113 8.6701 l7 .1309 6 2.1317 0.50S7 2.472S S.3228 3 .4137 9,0256 77 .1279 
2.5931 0.0000 2.2477 S.6145 3.9945 23.9622 U.S174 
' 
2 .12117 •• 7789 3.0179 S.04SO 5.2421 8 .3683 66.6491 
93 ion• 
1.9S74 0.0000 2.7750 S.6555 4.4465 9.6924 75.4733 
5 3. 7753 0.540 4.5899 4.3463 2.8816 5,2823 78.5779 3 .9070 0.0000 2. 9745 4.3508 2.5915 5.5646 80.6117 6 6.1320 8.8598 4.7133 5.0167 5 .3922 2.8124 67.0737 
6.4972 0.0000 4 .0432 4.6983 4.7835 1. 7951 78.1827 
' 
2 .5673 1.2673 2.5054 2.7774 2.7115 5 ,2953 82.8760 
g3 1187• 
2 .5597 0.0000 2.1470 2.8483 2.2548 6.9382 83.2521 
2 2 .8662 0.0000 2.2853 2.4333 2.0211 3.1828 87.2113 
3 .3650 0.0000 1.9903 2. 7965 2.3073 2.0832 87 .4578 5 3.3257 2 .3078 2.4486 2.3574 2.2134 2 .9981 84.3491 
3.3259 0.0000 2.2819 2. 7198 2.4268 3.8432 85.4025 
6 3.7840 10.4245 4.0598 5.5339 4.5230 5 .6118 66.0631 
2.8549 0.0000 2 .1204 6.0283 4 .1183 5 ,3011 79.5771 
9 8.6628 16.7622 6.4088 10.2836 9.4379 9.1576 39.2872 
g3 1231• 
7. 7714 0.0000 5.6278 11.2755 8.2435 15.1164 51.9654 
2 5.5853 16.6326 3.8896 3.4565 2.2360 7.4947 60.7054 
5.7643 10.2080 2.9849 3. 5653 2.0803 15 .0040 60.3932 5 4.5832 U.6174 3.0122 2.0945 2.1684 2.3863 72.1379 
4.1624 10.0320 2.5042 1.8565 2.2583 2 .3713 76.8154 
6 7 .3598 11.2989 6.2573 8.2090 6.5144 5,2921 55.0684 
6.4277 0.0000 4.1819 8.6510 6.5395 3.4182 70.7818 
9 5.6606 16.8854 5.1591 8.2760 7.2169 7.7287 49.0733 
g4 1515• 
4.5895 0.0000 4.6398 9.5928 6. 7230 6.6852 67. 7697 
6 4.1314 1.8074 2.9347 3.2788 2.9800 2.8965 81.9713 
Q7 393m 4.1404 0.0000 2 .0226 3 .5393 3.8350 4.0856 82 .3772 
5 4.9596 10.8098 2.9278 3 .3894 2.7494 5,3814 69.7827 6.0644 9.1680 2. 7208 3.5250 3.0405 4. 7215 70.7598 
6 3.7379 7.9490 2.7086 2.6662 2.3027 4.2612 76.3744 
4.0326 8.1840 2.2145 3.2865 1.9913 1.7073 78.5839 
9 3.8080 0.0000 2.2890 3.1917 2.1419 4.7732 83. 7962 




CRLORITE SNECl'ITR II.LITE Q,UAa.,TI. l.W BJ.UjD m.I.Q 
2 3.7617 20.0316 3 .0127 5.3216 3. 1916 6.2235 57 .1303 4 .3341 21. 7200 ... 2911 9.5140 6.4030 U .5802 38.1500 5 6.2599 '40.5870 5.5541 10.0598 7.2150 6.7475 23.5767 6. 7207 24.0160 5 .1338 10.3403 7 .2883 8.6701 37 .1309 6 2.1317 0.5057 2.'4725 5.3228 3 .4137 9.0256 77 .1279 2.5938 0.0000 2.2477 5.684S 3.9945 23 .9622 61.517'4 9 2.8287 8. 7789 3 .0879 5.0450 5.2421 8.3683 66.6491 
g3 1037• 
1.9574 0.0000 2.7750 5.6555 4.4465 9.6924 75.4733 
s 3.7753 0.5469 4.5899 '4.3463 2.8816 S.2823 78.5779 3 .9010 0.0000 2.9745 4.3508 2.5915 S.S6'46 80.6117 6 6.1320 8.8598 '4.7133 5.0167 S.3922 2.8124 67.0737 6.012 0.0000 4.0'432 4.6983 4.783S 1. 7951 78.1827 9 2.S673 1.2673 2.50S4 2. 777'4 2.7115 S .29S3 82.8760 
g3 1187• 
2.S.597 0.0000 2.100 2.8483 2 .25'48 6.9382 83.2521 
2 2.8662 0.0000 2.28S3 2.'4333 2.0211 3 .1828 87 .2113 3 .3650 0.0000 1.9903 2. 7965 2 .307 3 2.0832 87 .'4578 5 3.32.57 2 .3078 2.'4'486 2.357'4 2 .213'4 2.9981 84.3491 3.32.59 0.0000 2.2819 2. 7198 2.4268 3.8'432 8S.402S 6 3.7HO 10.'42'45 4.0598 5 • .5339 '4.5230 5 .6118 66.0631 2.8.549 0.0000 2.1204 6 .0283 4 .1183 S .3011 79 • .5771 9 8.6628 16.7622 6.4088 10.2836 9.4319 9.1576 39.2872 
g3 123711 
7. 771'4 0.0000 S.6278 11.2755 8.2435 1.5.1164 51.9654 
2 S.5853 16.6326 3.8896 3.4565 2.2360 7 .4947 60.705'4 5.7643 10.2080 2.980 3. 5653 2.0803 15 .0040 60.3932 5 4.5832 13.6174 3.0122 2.0945 2.1684 2.3863 72.1379 4.1624 10.0320 2.5042 1.8565 2.2583 2.3713 76.815'4 6 7.3598 11.2989 6.2.573 8.2090 6 .5144 5.2921 .55.0684 6 .4277 0.0000 4.1819 8.6510 6.5395 3.4182 70.7818 9 5.6606 16.8854 S.1591 8.2760 7.2169 7.7287 49.0733 
g4 157511 
4.5895 0.0000 4.6398 9.5928 6. 7230 6.6852 67.7697 
6 4.1314 1.8074 2.9347 3.2788 2.9800 2.8965 81.9713 
g7 39311 
4.1404 0.0000 2.0226 3 .5393 3.8350 4.0856 82.3772 




Oper1tin1 condition• for I-lay flaore1cence analy1e1 and slope, 
intercept and correlation coefficient for calibration carves. 











1 - PET 
2 - LiF( 200) 










SLOPE INTERCEPT 2 L 
0.05327 -0.00184 .9575 
0.09221 0.00015 .9788 
0.00797 -0.00025 .9609 
0.48879 -0.03104 .9563 
0.01148 -0.00162 .9641 
0.05347 0.00016 .9854 
0.20931 -0.00392 .9584 
55 
Re1ult1 of lRf 1naly1e1 in Al 2o3-aor•aliitd ••iaht perceat•1•• 
Nao f.•9 JJ!>2 '-'92 f,!> r o 
-2-CORE- J._2 JI! fractJ..911 
11 O,UJ6 0,4038 0.0477 J.4058 0.0345 0.1107 20 0.2014 0.3902 0.0429 J .1465 0.0275 0.1087 26 0,2541 0.4161 0,0448 3.2462 0,0777 0.0935 29 0.2246 0,4301 0.0448 3.3447 0.1278 0.0992 JO O,U20 0,4085 0.0498 J, 1571 0.0336 0, 1092 36 0.2680 0.4268 0.0406 2.9753 0,0718 0,0948 37 0.2381 0.3984 0.0452 J.4123 0,0386 0.1308 41 0.2415 0,3995 0.0417 3 .3617 0.0371 0, 1319 43 0.2202 0,3851 0.0458 3.3476 0.1149 0,0970 46 0.3323 l.3861 0.0549 5.5759 0.0738 0.2416 
1 TRAP-<2 ~· fractio~ 9 145• 
2 0,1557 0.3580 0.0554 4 .4160 0.0897 0.1293 5 0.1696 0.4050 0.0568 3.8721 0.0712 0,1204 6 0 .1772 0.3702 0.0502 J.7489 0.0674 0.1141 9 0,1680 0,3740 0.0543 3.9286 0.1071 0.1301 92 250 • 
2 0,1542 0.3553 0.0567 3. 9630 0,0590 0,1156 5 0,1977 0.4319 0.0565 3.5800 0.0722 0.1030 6 0,1780 0,4080 0.0560 3.5428 0.0472 0,1065 9 0.1695 0.3855 o.osso 3.6792 0.0750 0.1210 92 450 m 
2 0.1692 0.3822 0.0566 3 .9509 0.0193 0,1125 5 0,1985 0.4005 0.0505 3.4908 0.0535 0.1016 6 0.1855 0.4457 0.0590 3 .6729 0.0661 0.1237 9 0.2018 0.4227 0.0546 3 .5569 0.0802 0.1170 <i 1031 m 
2 0.1904 0.3380 0.0470 3.7554 0.0650 0.1177 5 0.1757 0.3441 0.0483 3.8139 0.0698 0.1154 6 0.1784 0.3408 0.0499 3.9584 0.0850 0.1145 9 0.1773 0.3600 0.0520 3.9542 0.0874 0.1155 93 1187 m 
2 0,1794 0.3422 0.0515 3 .8828 0.0777 0.1227 5 0.1711 0.3837 0.0560 4.2478 0.0839 0.1319 SA 0.1711 0,3837 0.0560 4.2478 0.0839 0.1319 6 0.1771 0.3535 0.0515 4.1196 0.0719 0.1257 93 1237 m 
2 0.1868 0,3590 0.0584 3 ,9512 0.1238 0.1248 5 0.1981 0.3406 0.0487 3.8954 0.0752 0.1126 6 0,1848 0.3419 0.0533 3. 9855 0.0920 0.1183 4 9 0.1689 0.3718 O.OS13 3.8869 0.0814 0.1252 Q 1575 m 
2 0.1935 0.3222 0.0532 3.8443 0.1140 0.1243 5 0.1918 0,3761 0.0523 3 .8471 0,0875 0.1426 6 0.1980 0,3561 0.0480 3 .8553 0.0727 o.1247 
S6 
g7 193 • 
N&O f.•.0 :r102 
~-'92 £1._0 ~2Q 
6 0.1705 0.3509 0.0507 3. 7591 0.0882 0.1224 
g7 393 • 
2 0.1829 0.3528 0.0490 4.0864 0.0857 0.1181 
5 0.1989 0.3893 0.0555 4.0231 O. l 056 0.1118 
6 0.1989 0.3534 0.0501 3. 9126 0.0834 0.1155 
9 0.1846 0.3631 0.0519 4 .0015 0.0961 0.1243 
CORE- 2 ~a-38 ~· 
11 0.2004 0.3657 0.0777 4.7220 0.2290 0.1649 
20 0.3246 0.3131 0.0762 4 .6551 0.2031 0.1590 
26 0.2201 0.3484 0.0723 4.5209 0.2116 0.1526 
29 0.2125 0.3590 0.0778 4.6746 0.2335 0.1570 
30 0.2550 0.3709 0.0877 4 .8260 0.3061 0.1694 
36 0.2268 0.3409 0.0705 4.5321 0.2405 0.1510 
37 0.2553 0.3366 0.0723 4.5802 0.2489 0.1567 
41 0.2769 0.3187 0.0658 4.4879 0.2279 0.1489 
43 0.2222 0.3573 0.0716 4.4669 0.2453 0.1472 
46 0.1963 0.4800 0.0951 5.0626 0.3940 0.1795 
gl TRAP- 2 i!a-38 ~ 145 • 
2 0.1459 0.4878 0.1186 4.6377 0.3900 0.1781 
5 0.3179 0.3523 0.0811 4.2136 0.2207 0.1574 
6 0.1550 0.4240 0.1034 4.4049 0.3565 0.1789 
9 0.1332 0.4674 0.1161 4.8203 0.4324 0.1778 Q2 250 m 
2 0.1487 0.4148 0.1011 4.8817 0.3629 0.1869 
5 0.1516 0.4472 0.1063 4.6911 0.3450 0.1681 
6 0.1561 0.4558 0.1050 4.0285 0.3866 0.1926 
9 0.1489 0.4383 0.1029 4. 7942 0.3929 0.1854 Q2 450 m 
2 0.2131 0.4363 0.0863 4.4622 0.2248 0.1591 
5 0.1832 0.4730 0.0976 4.8846 0.2715 0 .1756 
6 0.3304 0.3825 0.0894 4.4580 0.2451 0.1762 
Q3 9 0.2177 0.4905 0.1035 4.6500 0.2895 0.1822 1037 m 
2 0.2159 0.3892 0.0900 4 .3718 0.3101 0.1744 
5 0.1984 0.3532 0.0843 4 .2991 0.2874 0.1688 
6 0.1925 0.3932 0.0832 4.4808 0.3193 0.1678 
9 0.1764 0.4007 0.0898 4.6103 0.3534 0.1716 <i 1187 m 
2 0.2080 0.3927 0.0822 4.2468 0.2749 0.1659 
5 0.2007 0.3961 0.0879 4.3681 0.3255 0.1685 
6 0.2082 0.3191 0.0838 3.8631 0.3050 0.1632 
9 0.1643 0.4108 0.0955 4.6374 0.3862 0.1680 
.9:._!237 m 
2 0.2447 0.4119 0.0707 3.9987 0.2390 0.1396 
5 0.2148 0.3911 0.0700 4.3039 0.2503 0.1392 
6 0.2164 0.3826 0.0791 4.2035 0.2956 0.1695 
9 0.2687 0.3724 0.0818 4.5201 0.3573 0.1664 
57 
g4 N10 PeO Jto2 S i.!)2 ~.A_() ,:2!> UH~ 
2 0.2590 0.4285 0.0732 3. 9774 0.2431 0.1550 5 0.2861 0.4171 0.0720 3. 9091 0.2164 0.1618 6 0.2060 0.3900 0.0857 4. 5426 0.3034 0.1709 
97 
9 0.2388 0.3941 0.0707 4.7386 0.2117 0.1471 !93 • 
2 0.2733 0.3913 0.0693 4.SSO 0.1931 0.1517 5 0.2370 0.4045 0.0722 4.3736 0.2594 0.1486 6 0.2307 0.3857 0.0741 4.37SS 0.2507 0.1661 9 0.2803 0.4239 0.0797 4.2588 0.2556 0.1769 Q7 393 • 
2 0.2500 0.4079 0.0734 4.6882 0.2490 0.1512 5 0.2036 0.4543 0.0857 4.5637 0.3316 0.1582 6 0.2160 0.4295 0.0800 4.4880 0.2926 0.1602 9 0.2183 0.4202 0.0813 4.6690 0.3152 0.1535 
S8 
&fflllll.l..P. leiaht perceataae• of aineral1 deterained froa peat area data and 
noraal iud to 100\ cry1talline aaterial. Forauh (or calculation•: 
It!, Qf •iJl.!1'.!J. I 100 
100 - Rea idual 
CHLORITE SMECTITE IU.ITE QUART"l MQ RBI.ND 
~- <2 µ• fraction 
11 30.3733 36 .0718 20. 9619 5.3111 7. 2819 0.0000 
20 30.8054 31.8645 26 .8191 5. 1325 5.3786 0.0000 26 29.7174 38.7514 18.3944 4. 9388 8 .1982 0.0000 29 32 .1685 27.2315 23.8432 5 .6679 5.9898 5.0990 30 24.2698 47 .1829 14 .8023 3.6570 10.0857 0.0000 36 25 .0065 39.1871 16.3979 4.1084 6.3662 8. 9342 37 31.5779 27.0249 25.0925 6 .3025 10.0021 0.0000 41 32.2500 30. 9547 24.2365 5.0453 7. 5135 0.0000 43 33.7547 24.7027 25.8329 6 .8120 8.8976 0.0000 46 22.6431 46.0664 16.9216 3.9440 6.2046 4.2203 
gl 
11lAP- <2 µ• fraction 
145m 
2 20.4863 13.5754 15.7167 12.0053 25 ,9264 12.2899 
5 23. 5118 29.1624 20.8114 6 .3619 20 .1466 0.0000 6 20 .3916 25.2840 18.8442 6.3947 23 .4214 5.6642 9 18.2931 23.0528 18.0403 8.6868 24.7335 7.2138 
g2 250 m 
2 23 .2741 23.1493 24.5913 7.8765 21.1086 0.0000 5 24.0660 26.0985 20.8816 7 .1461 21.8079 0.0000 6 31.8311 18.9325 21. 9192 6.9885 20.3287 0.0000 9 26.4178 19.7247 25.9555 5.1274 22.7746 0.0000 
92 450 m 
2 23.4020 24.3012 19.3734 9.2409 23.6826 0.0000 5 28.7086 33 .2085 22 .1193 4.9656 10.9981 0.0000 6 29.4312 23 .6483 23.2171 6.9715 16.7322 0.0000 
9 27 .3211 24.5798 25.1651 7.8298 15 .1033 0.0000 
93 1037 m 
2 24.2754 18.9278 24.8534 4.8288 18.4688 8.6455 5 27.3615 24.0121 24.0486 6.6158 17.9625 0.0000 6 26.3343 27.6807 19.9321 6.9514 19.1008 0.0000 9 24.9820 22.4109 19.6163 10.9658 22.0251 0.0000 
93 1187 m 
2 29.1153 11.8775 26.2128 8.0911 24.6434 0.0000 
s 30.9351' 24.284S 19.9416 7 .4196 17 .4193 0.0000 SA 31.4299 21.1034 20.6594 8.0389 18.7685 0.0000 6 28.4856 19.5210 25.0492 8.6761 18 ,2689 0.0000 
59 
93 
CRLORITE SNEg'ITE !IJ,_11£ !W.M.'ll ~ !IJYH> 1231 • 
2 22.9246 13 .5672 21.5008 8.8066 19. 7030 13 .079 5 29.2554 21.5067 22 .3448 8.055 18.4778 0.0000 6 24.0037 15.2802 2J.3ll9 10.7339 19.5425 9. 1277 
9 25.1471 20.9071 26 .4124 6.6757 20.8581 0.0000 
94 1515 • 
2 27.5289 6.8998 23 .5813 l J.0340 21.8626 9.0934 
5 30.2976 3.9178 28.5218 9. 1356 17 .1075 11 .0193 6 30.2191 17 .4581 27 .5613 8.4559 16 .3056 0.0000 
9.7 193 • 
6 26.320 3.6565 23.0050 9.1117 22 .3846 15 .5179 
9.7 393 • 
2 28 .4933 15 .1226 23.6534 10.4753 22.2559 0.0000 5 30 .4192 11.0256 18.9315 10.3133 29.3102 0.0000 6 30.1379 11.0266 29.2721 9.1788 20.3848 0.0000 9 32.5190 14 .3421 29.1675 6.4362 8. 7128 8 .8231 
CORE- 2 µa-38 µm fraction 
11 21.3886 16. 5276 15.7330 13 .9245 9.8259 22 .6007 
20 14 .3720 19 .9318 13 .0816 21.1987 13 .5637 17 .8523 
26 23 .4372 23.5889 14 .2533 16.7066 11.2785 10.7355 29 24.3952 24.6069 14 .3616 11.5469 6.1619 18 .9275 30 ~r 7.3881 35.7066 8. 7693 19.1964 13.7476 15.1920 
36 31.9151 7.3670 17 .4177 18.3011 10.6752 14 .3241 37 26.4089 17.3219 14 .3779 19.5717 10.5268 11. 7928 
41 29.2902 9.5490 11.4577 19.3870 10.3322 19. 9841 
43 21.9135 30. 7980 9.1444 19.3628 10.4206 8.3606 46 11.8836 33. 7720 13 .2896 17.4347 7.5203 16.0998 
1 
TRAP- 2 µm-38 µm fraction g 145m 
2 12.6770 10 .0534 10.0601 28.4903 21.2470 17 .4273 5 6 .8726 41.0532 6.5763 17.6963 18.2487 9. 5532 6 9.1544 17.5020 10.4121 22.2656 23.2454 17 .4206 9 8.9603 17.0619 22.5964 18. 7553 15 .3028 17 .3236 
g2 250m 
2 10.9296 10.5693 12.0484 25.9472 25. 7484 14.7571 5 9.2931 24.9418 8.8109 23.3433 19.2482 14.3629 6 9.2446 32.4387 8.0503 19 .3083 14.9462 16 .0119 9 13 .5399 0. 4822 9.7298 29 .3959 25.2890 21.5641 
g2 450m 
2 8.9370 47.5166 7.1442 12 .6361 9.0079 14. 7582 5 8.1911 53 .1081 7.2675 13.1633 9.4408 8. 8291 6 9.3201 2.2110 10.8101 23 .2720 14.9252 39.4612 9 8.4857 26.3353 9.2632 15 .1342 15. 7255 25 .1036 
60 
3 CRJ.011n SNECTITE IUITE QUAl17. !,tM! !l!IJ.HD !LJ..!> .. Ull 
5 17 .62.34 2.55.30 21.4260 20.2889 U.4515 24.6582 
6 18 .62.34 26.9080 14 • .3147 15.2.361 16 • .3166 I. 5415 
9 14 .9924 7.4007 14 .6.309 16.219.J 15 .U45 .JO, 92.J.J 
~.JJ87• 
2 22 .4120 0.0000 17 .8697 19.0270 15.80.38 24.8876 
5 21.249.J 14. 7455 15.6451 15.0624 14 .142.J 19.1561 
6 11.1501 .JO. 717.J 11.9628 16 .3064 13 .3277 U.5.360 
9 14 .2685 27 .6090 10.5559 16. 9381 15.5452 15 .0835 
9.3 1237• 
2 14 .21.39 42.3280 9,8986 8. 7964 5 .6903 19.0731 
5 16.4496 48.8743 10.8111 7.5174 7.7826 8.5647 
6 16 .3800 25.1469 13. 9263 18.2700 14 .4985 11. 7781 
9 11.1152 33 .1563 10.1304 U.2508 14 .1712 15 .1761 
9.• 1575• 
6 22 .9157 10.2510 16.2779 18.1866 16.5292 16.0661 
9.7 393• 
5 U.4131 35. 7735 9.6892 11.2168 9.0988 17.8096 
6 15.8214 33.6457 11.4647 11.2852 9.7466 18 .0364 
9 23 .5007 0.0000 14.1263 19.6972 13 .2185 29 .4573 
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On Jane 20, 1956, In Nu1t11on, Nlchlaan, Frederic Barton and 
S111ly Ooald lrarrt aalned I daaahter, Allton D1vl1on lrerrt. She 
attended H11tln11 Hlah School and aradaated (roa The N11ttr'1 School, 
Dobbs Ferry, Nt• Yort, In June 1974. Arter receivina a B.A. In Geoloa, 
rroa Carleton ColJeae, Northfield, Minnesota in 1978, she bee••• 
a•in(ally .. ployed••• 1eolo1i1t ror Gold Field• Nlnina Corporation. 
She eaplored for precloa1 att111 In the 1oathwe1tern U.S. for two and a 
half year, before retarnina to Acadeae. She entered Lehiah University 
in Aaaaat, 1981 and received an N.S. in Geo1oaical Science, in January 
1985. 
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